
‘’Result of 10year history after opening up nursing industry to international’’ 

We started reporting on this issue two years ago, when the Ministry of Health, 
Labor and Welfare announced the prospect that Japan will be short  380,000 
care workers by 2025.  
In recent years, a large number of non-Japanese people are employed at 
facilities for the elderly like nursing homes. For example, at Tenjinso, (a special 
nursing home for the elderly,)20% of its workers are Indonesian. As our report 
goes on, it is revealed that many certificated care workers choose to leave 
Japan. Why does this happen? We decided to search for the answer by 
interacting with one student from Indonesia. 
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Production Year March,2017

Language Japanese with English subtitles, English dubbed narration

Script Japanese & English

Duration 47min

Materials HDCAM / SE & ME Separately
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Nishi Awakura Village is a small village north of Okayama Prefecture with a population of 
about 1,500 people.
The forest occupies 96% of the village’s area, and half of it is made up of HINOKI (cypress).
This village once thrived on forestry, but recently it has been losing it’s vibrancy due to 
depopulation and aging.
But recently, a lot of young people have been moving to the village.
One of them is Mr. Masayuki Oshima, who also founded the carpentry workshop 
''Mokkoubo-youbi''.
The stylish furniture they produce, made from HINOKI (cypress), is valued both in Japan and 
abroad, and the sales keep increasing.
The forests are reborn through forestry, creating richer scenery.
Mr. Oshima calls it "a craft that eventually shapes the landscape".
But suddenly, tragedy struck and the workshop was burnt to the ground during a fire.
How will Mr. Oshima and his team overcome these difficulties?
To find out, we followed the young, passionate carpenter and his team for ten years.

Production Year May, 2018    

Duration 2ver/ 54min OR 90min

Materials HDCAM / SE＆ME Separately
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In this program, you will re-discover the treasure of the region.
Celebrity guests search around a specific area of Okayama and Kagawa with the 
theme of the treasure hunt!
Treasures, those are delicious local food, joyful spots,  beautiful scenery, and the 
people full of humanity.
The variety program, re-discovering regional treasures, “Kinbaku”

Navigator : MINAMI YANO                                           
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【Summary】
Duration:54mi

Episodes:76
（SE/ME Separately)

Okayama Broadcasting Co., Ltd.(OHK) was established in 1968 and is located 
in Okayama-city, prefectural capital of Okayama.
It is one of the network stations of FUJI TELEVISIONNETWORK,INC.
The broadcast area of OHK is Okayama Prefecture and Kagawa Prefecture 
where the area covers a population of approximately 3 million.
Okayama Prefecture is located in the middle of the Sanyo Expressway, which 
runs through Kansai and Kyushu regions.
In 2014 we built a studio in ‘’Aeon’’(connected to Okayama station mall), 
one of the largest conglomerate in Japan, from which we are broadcasting 
news and local programs every day. This was our first major project in Japan.
One of the benefits of our presence at Aeon is that we are able to 
simultaneously broadcast programs via a 300 inch display and 50 separate 
monitors spread throughout the complex.
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Production Year Epi 1 : September , 2016    /    Epi 2 : September, 2017 / Epi 3 : September,2018

Episode ＆ Duration 3epi / 54mi

Materials HDCAM

☆Akimasa Haraguchi

＜Navigator＞

The city of  Tokyo is  going through a major change for the 2020 Olympics.
In this constant  - evolving  city, some places  still preserve the  traditional
“good –old ”culture, such as the friendly  local neighborhoods and shopping streets.                   
The  navigators will show you around the interesting spots of  Tokyo.
A “must view ” for  foreign  tourists, who want to learn about the popular local spots  of 

Tokyo that doesn’t  appear in the guide book.

☆Aina

Japan’s funniest 
impersonation comedian

Popular television 
personality
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☆Chidori

＜Navigator＞

☆Location

☆Location
・Asakusa
・Monzennakacho

・Sugamo

・Ginza

Episode1:

Episode3:
☆Tamura/Kirin

Japan’s funniest  
comedian

We introduce restaurants owned by Japanese 
actors , actress and comedians along the route of 
the 2020 Olympic marathon course.

☆Location
・Shinjyuku
・Nishiazabu
・Tsukiji
・Hiroo
・Asakusa

Japan’s funniest  
omedian
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Literally, “Biyori ” means a good day for doing a specific thing, so this program 
proposes you the perfect days for traveling around Setouchi.

【Episode Title】

#1 Artistic stations of Uno line
#2 Uno port
#3 Daily life in Uno
#4 The island of art, Naoshima 1
#5 Tha island of art, Naoshima 2
#6 The town of jeans, Kojima
#7 Daily life in Kojima
#8 Tanokuchi and Ajino in Kojima
#9 Shimotsui where the Seto Ohashi stands
#10 Kasaoka station
#11 Shiraishi-jima, Kasaoka islands
#12 Kitagi-shima, Kasaoka islands
#13 Manabe-shima, Kasaoka islands
#14 Osafune, Setouchi city
#15 Oku, Setouchi city

【summary】
Duration:2min15sec

Episodes:＃65～

Ⓒ2017 STIM LABO Co’Ltd

Okayama Broadcasting Co., Ltd.

Naoko OKADA
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What is Setouchi?
Setouchi is one of the most prominent multi-island seas in the world.
Setouchi is surrounded by 7 prefectures, including Okayama and Kagawa and consists of 
more than 700 islands. Every island has its own unique culture and tradition to experience

Setouchi Biyori About:
"Seotuchi Biyori" is a program about traveling. You can find beautiful scenery, modern art 
and traditional crafts and experience the shrines, temples and local cuisines. You can even 
take a peek at the local communities and their fascinating cultures with two navigators.

【Season 1】#1～#38
Setouchi Biyori started in July 2017, incorporating many beautiful photos taken by
professional photographer Takamitsu SAKAMOTO. He traveled to and photographed many
scenes of Okayama and Hiroshima, many of which were proudly presented on Setouchi Biyori

【Season 2】#39～#65(on going)
Setouchi Biyori's second season started in April of 2018 and welcomed 
You SAKAGUCHI as a navigator. He was awarded the Japan Ningenryoku ("Human Skill") 
Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Award in 2015. 
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